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ISAAC ASIMOV’S SUPER QUIZ
Take this super Quiz to a Ph.d. score 
1 point for each correct answer on 
the Freshman Level, 2 points on the 
graduate Level and 3 points on the 
Ph.d. Level.

Subject: eurOPe
(e.g., Wales is part of which country? 
answer: The united Kingdom.)

FRESHMAN LEVEL
1. in which country is Fiat automobiles 
headquartered?
answer________
2. This landlocked country consists of 
26 cantons.
answer________
3. it is also known by its short-form 
name Czechia.
answer________
4. This capital city consists of four 
letters, and the first and last are “o.”
answer________
5. Which is the largest of the greek 
islands?
answer________

GRADUATE LEVEL
6. What two countries make up most of 
the iberian Peninsula?
answer________
7. in which swiss city is the World 
Health Organization headquartered?
answer________
8. Which european country is first 
alphabetically?
answer________
9. its capital city is Kyiv.
answer________
10. The Basque region straddles what 

two countries?
answer________

PH.D. LEVEL
11. Which of the three Baltic states is 
first alphabetically?
answer________
12. in which country is Flanders?
answer________
13. The magyars are more commonly 
known by this name.
answer________
14. Which is the largest of the Channel 
islands?
answer________
15. in which present-day country was 
the Battle of Waterloo fought?
answer________

ANSWERS: 1. italy. 2. switzerland. 
3. Czech republic. 4. Oslo. 5. Crete. 
6. spain and Portugal. 7. geneva. 8. 
albania. 9. ukraine. 10. spain and 
France. 11. estonia. 12. Belgium. 13. 
Hungarians. 14. Jersey. 15. Belgium.

SCORING:
24 to 30 points — congratulations, 
doctor; 18 to 23 points — honors 
graduate; 13 to 17 points — you’re 
plenty smart, but no grind; 5 to 12 
points — you really should hit the books 
harder; 1 point to 4 points — enroll in 
remedial courses immediately; 0 points 
— who reads the questions to you?
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